
 

  
Abstract—Recently Lithium-ion polymer (LiPo) battery 

attracts more interests in both technology and application for 
its high energy density and easy to be manufactured in different 
shapes. The LiPo battery quality is essential for all the 
applications, and the defect detection of LiPo cell sheets in the 
automatic production line is critical to battery quality control. 
After capturing the images of two sides of LiPo cell sheets with 
controlled manipulators in the automatic line, support Tucker 
machines (STM) method based on the tensor is applied to detect 
bubble defects in Lithium-ion polymer cell sheets. The 
preprocessing of the cell sheet images and the proposed STM 
based method are detailed. The experimental results 
demonstrate that the proposed STM based bubble defect 
detection method is more efficient than other common learning 
based methods, and the proposed STM based method is 
potential for classification in image applications. 
 

Index Terms—Support Tucker machines, defect detection, 
machine vision, Lithium-ion polymer battery 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ATTERIES have been widely used in our everyday life, for 
example, from the mobile phone to the vehicles, even the 

submarine. After the development in the past 20 years, 
rechargeable battery has made considerable progress in 
providing increasingly greater density and energy per volume, 
longer cycle life and higher reliability [1]. As a kind of 
lithium-ion based rechargeable battery, lithium-ion polymer 
(LiPo) battery with a lot of advantages attracts more interests 
in both technology and application. At first, LiPo battery has 
the same advantages with the lithium-ion battery. These 
advantages include higher energy density, no memory effect, 
and slow charge loss during free time. Meanwhile, LiPo 
battery is produced with a soft package or pouch, which 
makes the battery lighter than common lithium-ion battery. 
LiPo battery can also be thin, flexible, and manufactured in 
different shapes, without risk of electrolyte leakage. Another 
compelling advantage of LiPo battery is that it can be shaped 
to different shapes. This is important to applications 
requiring a small footprint for the energy storage system. And 
it makes LiPo battery more suitable for thinner and lighter 
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portable applications than other batteries. Apart from the 
consumer electrical and electronic devices including mobile 
phones, digital cameras and laptops, a diversity of electronic 
and electrical devices are powered by LiPo batteries now. For 
example, these devices include patient monitor, portable 
diagnosis equipment, automotive, and industrial equipment, 
et al. 

The LiPo battery quality is essential for all the applications. 
To improve the quality of the LiPo batteries, automatic line 
has been adopted in many factories. Recently an automatic 
LiPo battery line is developed to employ some novel 

manufacture techniques for TSE  Technology Corporation 

in Weihai, China. This production process of the LiPo 
batteries includes several stages. Firstly, the battery pole 
pieces and separators are produced. Subsequently several 
pole pieces and separators are employed to produce cell 
sheets with heat sealing technique. Lastly, these cell sheets 
are stacked together to form galvanic piles and provide 
various battery capacities. The quality evaluation of cell 
sheets in the automatic line is critical to battery quality 
control during the production period. Some quality tests of 
the cell sheets are used, for example, short circuit test and 
breakdown test. The surface defect detection has to be 
employed to avoid the damaging or out-of-flatness of the cell 
sheet net. This work is inefficient and hard labor when it is 
performed manually. In this paper, after collecting the images 
of the cell sheets by machine vision technique, an automatic 
image processing technique is proposed to defect detection of 
the cell sheets. 

Machine vision has been widely used in a variety of 
applications. Bu et al reported the defect detection of the 
fabric using support vector data description [2]. In food field, 
biscuits crack inspection is performed with machine vision 
[3]. In IC industry, machine vision is employed for defect 
detection [4]. In solar industry, mirco-crack inspections of 
the solar wafers and the solar cells are reported [5].  

Some common learning based algorithms have been 
reported on these defect detection applications. Neural 
network based methods had been used in texture surface 
classification [6]. The Support Vector Machines (SVM) was 
proposed to solve the two-class problem [7]. With the 
performance prior to neural network and other methods, 
SVM has the potential to solve the classification problems of 
small samples, nonlinearity and the curse of dimension 
[8]-[11]. Therefore it has been widely used for pattern 
classification and regression problem [7]-[11]. However, we 
often use vectors to describe every image in the image 
classification applications using SVM, which leads to a large 
vector space problem produced by the training data. It 
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consumes long time for computing and may damage the 
two-dimensional structure of the image matrix. In order to 
avoid the data destruction by converting tensors into vectors, 
the supervised tensor learning method is proposed [12]-[13]. 
In this method, the Tucker tensor decomposition is employed 
to decompose a tensor into a core tensor multiplied by a 
matrix along each mode. The advantage of this method is that 
the parameters of weights can form a tensor. While we use 
the images as a tensor form directly, the structure of the 
image is effectively retained. Thus it will make image 
processing more intuitively and correctly. This method has 
been employed in marine oil spill detection with SAR images 
as reported in [14]. 

In this letter, we detect bubble defects in LiPo cell sheets 
employing support Tucker machines (STM) method based on 
the tensor. The details of obtaining a tensor formed by the 
weights parameters through the Tucker tensor decomposition 
are discussed. This letter is organized as follows. After the 
background introduction, machine vision based image 
capture method of LiPo cell sheets is described in Section II. 
Support Tucker machines are discussed in Section III, and 
our proposed STM based bubble defect detection algorithm 
for LiPo cell sheets is detailed in Section IV. The 
experimental results are discussed in Section V and the 
conclusion is given in the last.  

II. IMAGE CAPTURE OF LIPO CELLE SHEETS 

The images of the LiPo cell sheets are captured from the 
automatic line which has been developed in TSE Technology 
Corporation. Special LiPo battery product technique has 
been developed in this automatic line. In this technique, the 
LiPo battery pole pieces and the LiPo battery separators are 
sealed together with heat sealing method to form cell sheets. 
With these new techniques, the LiPo battery products have 
quite a few advantages. Galvanic pile is formed through 
overlapping of monolithic cell sheets, which brings the large 
room for capacity design. Meanwhile, the product is fairly 
safer than other similar products while using phase separation 
to make non free-state electrolyte to exist in the space. 
Specially designed negative materials and formula of 
metallic grid electrode adhesive have some advantages, for 
example easy to mix electrode materials, reduce internal 
resistance and increase the adhesive strength of basic 
materials. It can adapt to the working environment during 
charging or discharging under high current, which can 
greatly increase battery’s circle life. The special technology 
of separator can improve the safety and function of LiPo 
battery and the compatibility of the electrolyte. And it makes 
battery magnification rise of 10%-20%, and provides good 
performance in the environment of either high temperature or 
low temperature. On the other hand the detection of the 
quality of product and material is critical during the 
manufacture to ensure the product can provide improved 
performance and enhanced safety. Therefore the defect 
detection is essential in the automatic production line. 
Traditional detection cannot meet the requirement of these 
advanced techniques for cell production. A novel inspection 
system based on machine vision is employed in the automatic 
line to detect cell sheet defect and to improve product quality. 

To inspect the quality of the LiPo cell sheets during the 

production process, machine vision technique is employed in 
the system. We capture the images of two sides of these 
lithium-ion polymer cell sheets with controlled manipulators 
in the automatic product line as shown in Fig.1 and Fig. 2. 
After analyzing the defects of LiPo cell sheets carefully, 
these defects are classified into 4 categories. They are tab 
defects, separator defects, scratch defects and bubble defects 
as shown in Fig. 3. It is easy to detect tab defects, separator 
defects and scratch defects with machine vision techniques. 
However, it is difficult to detect bubble defects with the 
common methods, for their variety of background, size and 
height as shown in Fig. 4. We will propose a novel bubble 
defects detection method employing STM method with these 
captured LiPo cell sheets images. We will discuss STM 
theory in the following section. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  The produced LiPo cell sheets to be checked. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Image caption of both sides of LiPo cell sheets with machine vision. 

 

 
Fig.3 Defect and normal images of LiPo cell sheets. (a)-(d) are some 

typical defect images, and (e)-(h) are some normal images. 
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Fig. 4 Bubble defect image samples of dataset 

 

III. SUPPORT TUCKER MACHINES 

In this section, we will review support Tucker machines 
theory which is employed for defect detection in the next 
section.  

An n-th order tensor is an n-dimensional array. For a tensor 
A , the i-th row of the j-th mode is denoted by ( ) :j iA . The 

weights tensor W  in the STM classifier is obtained from the 
Tucker tensor decomposition. The Tucker tensor 

decomposition of an M-th order tensor, 1 2 MI I I× × ×∈ W , can 
be written as 

(1) (2) ( )
1 2

(1) (2) ( )     = ; , , ,

M
M

M

A A A

A A A

= × × × ×
   

W G

G
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where G  is a core tensor and (1) ( ), , MA A  are a series of 

matrices that are multiplied to G  along each mode. The 
optimization problem can be expressed as 
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Suppose that there is a dataset composed of L samples, 

denoted by 1 2 1MI I I +× × ×∈ X . Each sample which belongs to 
one of the two classes 1Q  and 2Q  is a M-order tensor, 

denoted by 1 2 M

n

I I I
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The objective of STM is to find a multi-linear function 

[ ]1 2: 1,1MI I Ig × × × → − . STM classifies the test tensor 

1 2: MI I I× × ×Y  in the test process by 

( )( ) ,g sign b= +Y Y W  (3) 

The tensor W  formed by the weights parameters is 
obtained by calculating the following minimization problem: 
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where b  is the bias term, [ ], ,i wξ ξ= ξ  is the slack 

variable vector; and c  is the penalty parameter which 
controls the degree of penalizing the misclassification of 
training samples. As the parameters in W are not all convex, 
we use an iterative method that we only solve the parameters 
correlated with the j-th mode of the weights tensor W  (e.g. 

( )jW ) while keeping the other parameters constant.  

The Kronecker product is defined as (1)NA A A⊗ = ⊗ ⊗ . 

According to the weights tensor W  obtained by the Tucker 

tensor decomposition of (1), the optimization problem 
defined in (4) can be rewritten as 
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For using the SVM that is based on vector to solve the 
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Lagrange multiplier j
iα  is obtained by solving the dual 

problem in (6). Through repeated iteration along each mode, 

we can calculate ( )jA , 1j M=  . 

After getting (1) ( ), , NA A , we will solve the core 

tensor G . The minimization problem can be solved to obtain 
G  as follow 
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The optimal G  can be found at the saddle point of the 

Lagrangian 
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After solving the dual problem of (12), we can find the 
Lagrangian multipliers iα . 

IV. STM BASED DEFECT DETECTION 

The dataset of the Lithium-ion polymer cell sheets is 
captured from the automatic LiPo battery production line as 
described in Section 2, and some samples of the bubble 
defect are illustrated in Fig.4. We randomly select 200 
Lithium-ion polymer cell sheet images from the dataset, and 
100 images of them are with bubble defect and others without 
defect. The first step is to convert these colour images to gray 
images after the cell sheet net part is segmented from the 
entire image employing the edge detection algorithm in the 
colour image. Afterward we use the mean filter in spatial 
domain and Gaussian filter in frequency domain in the 
images, respectively, and we can obtain the subtract result 
images from the two filtered images. This filter method can 
eliminate noise to make the defects more obvious, and the 
surface reflective disturbances of LiPo cell sheets can be 
decreased. Finally we save all the images with the size of 
50 50×  to employ STM methods for bubble defect 
detection. The defect images are labelled as 1 while others 
are labelled as -1. 

Compared to SVM and other similar classification 
methods, tensors those are employed in the STM algorithm 
are able to discover the hidden structure and potential 
information from the data with high dimensions. The stacked 
source images are typical nature high dimension data. When 
we use STM to these image data, we can obtain superior 
classification performance to other two-dimension array 
based methods. With the above STM theory, we can use 
STM for tensor classification in our defect detection 
application. Therefore we develop a bubble defect detection 
algorithm with the STM classifier. The classification method 
employing STM is realized as follows. 

 
Inputs: train_data and test_data, the training data and the testing data; 
train_labels and test_labels, the labels of the training data and the testing data; 
epsilon, the threshold criterion; number_of_iterations, the maximum number 
of iterations; Rank, the rank of the tensor.  
Outputs: acc, the accuracy of the classification for the testing data. 
Steps: 
1:randomly initialize U and G; iter=0 
2:while iter<=number_of_iterations && tor>=epsilon 
3:   iter= iter+1 
4:   for j=1:2 
5:      U_old=U 
6:      ( ) ( ) ( )j j jP A G⊗=  

7:      
( )( ) ( )

1
( ) ( ) ( ) 2

: :Vec ( )j T j j T
j i j iX X P P P

−
= × × ×  

8:      d=data( ( )jX ); 

9:      d.Y=train_labels' 
10:    [r,net]=train(svm(kernel('linear'), 'optimizer="andre"'},d)) 
11:    w=get_w(net) 

12:    U{j}= reshape(w', [size(train_data,j)  Rank]) 
1

( ) ( ) 2( )j j TP P
−

× ×  

13:  end 
14:  dg=data(

( )( )1VecA X⊗
) 

15:  dg.Y=train_labels' 
16:  [r,netg]=train(svm(net,dg)) 
17:  wg=get_w(netg) 
18:  G_new = tensor( reshape(wg', [Rank Rank])) 
19:  b=netg.b0 
20:  TenUold=full(ttensor(tensor(G),U_old)) 

21:  tenU=full(ttensor(tensor(G_new),U)) 
22:  norm_u = norm(ten_U) 
23:  norm_u_gap = norm(tenU - tenUold) 
24:  tor = norm_u_gap/norm_u 
25:  G=G_new; 
26:end 
27: for n = 1 : N 
28:    Xdata = test_data(:,:,n) 
29:    pred(n) = innerprod(Xdata, tenU)                                   
30: end 
31:w_test=pred+b 
32:pos=find(dec_values>0) 
33:neg=find(dec_values<0) 
34:predictions(pos)=1 
35:predictions(neg)=-1 
36:acc=100*length(find(predictions==test_labels))/length(test_labels) 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we classify the LiPo cell sheet bubble 
defect with the proposed STM algorithm under Matlab 
R2013. The evaluation result may be influenced by the 
dataset which is a small-sample set, for that reason the 
cross-validation is used. The dataset is stochastically divided 
into two groups for cross-validation. Multiple grouping can 
make the limited data reuse to get the better estimation. The 
training data and testing data are randomly distributed by 
4-fold cross validation. All samples are equally divided into 
four parts, in which one is used as testing data and others as 
training data. 

It has been widely validated that neural network based 
classification has poor performance than SVM based one, 
and the references have also revealed that PCA based SVM is 
able to obtain high performance than SVM method [8]-[11]. 
Therefore, three methods are assessed in our experiments to 
verify the efficiency of our proposed method. They are SVM, 
PCA based SVM and our proposed STM method. After 
testing the different parameters with experiments, we select 
the optimized parameters for the best performance from the 
allowed ranges employing optimization search. We 
optimized the STM parameters as follows, the maximum 
number of iterations is 3, epsilon is 0.01, and rank is 4.  

The comparisons of classification performance in a variety 
of sample number are performed. Total sample is selected 
from 10 to 100 with the step of 10. Half of the sample is 
randomly selected from the prepared bubble defect images, 
and the other half without defect. The comparison of 
classification correction rate  is illustrated in Fig.5.  

As shown in Fig.5, the classification accuracy of the 
proposed STM method is between 97.5% and 100%. With 
the increase of training samples, the classification accuracy 
gradually increases as well. The classification accuracy is 
more prior to other two methods when less training samples 
are employed. With the sample number increasing, the 
classification accuracy of the proposed STM method is 
evidently higher than SVM method. And it also gives an 
advantage over PCA based SVM method, although they have 
the similar accuracy when the number of sample is 70 and 80. 
However, the accuracy of the PCA based SVM method 
decreases with fewer samples while our proposed method is 
able to keep the superior performance of accuracy. It means 
that our proposed STM method has most satisfactory 
performance with varies of sample number. 
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Fig. 5 Defect detection classification accuracy of different methods 

 

 
(a) sample number= 30 

 
(b) sample number= 50 

 
(c) sample number= 70 

 
 

 
Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve and Area 

under the ROC curve (AUC) are widely used for 
classification performance comparison, and they are also 
employed in our experiments. We set the threshold varying 
from maximum to minimum and get the ROC curve. 
Interpreted as the probability that a classifier is able to 
distinguish a randomly chosen positive instance from a 
randomly chosen negative instance, AUC value is bigger 
when the classification has good performance. AUC is listed 
in Table 1 where three different classification methods and 
different sample number are evaluated.  

When the training sample number increases, STM can 
rapidly reach the best classification performance with merely 
30 training samples while PCA based SVM method increases 
to the best performance gradually with 70 samples. And 
SVM method is too slow to obtain the accuracy of 100% after 
sample number has reached 100.  

The detailed ROC curve and AUC are illustrated in Fig. 6. 
SVM method, PCA based SVM method and our proposed 
STM method are compared in the illustration where the 
sample number is selected as 30, 50 and 70, respectively. It is 
obvious that the illustration is consistent with the data in 
Table 1 and our analysis above. All these experiments have 
shown that our proposed STM based method has the best 
performance. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this work, we applied STM classification to detect 

bubble defect of LiPo cell sheets with machine vision 
technology. Compared with other learning based classifiers, 
our proposed STM based method can obtain better 
performance. This reveals that tensor based STM is an 
effective classification method applied to image problem, for 
it can retain the original structure information and 
relationship of the images. Research of the more efficient 
automatic parameter optimization method for STM will be 
carried out in the future. 
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